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Now I ththk this i s sufficient to bring out ii at we must rooog.

nize as the three main sections of the books simply fri.i the view otnt

of the difference in style and you 411 notice other differences

also ith are in the section. Now lot us look also t the first

main section of the boo1. Chapters 1 to 35. In this section lot

us see it vie find 4thin it a part that 1.5 different from the rest.

I think that here we 411 find a section it-iich we might -lay is similar

to the Appiachi iouritain chain which, vii find in the eastern part

of the United States. That is to sor it is a section which is c1ttier

t from that Liich proceeds an follows, but hot as much dirforit

as the narative section is trim the other part of the book. I refer

to the section which begins with chapter 13 and runs through 4iaptet'

23. This is a section of the book which is still prophetic discourse

like precee1s and vAiat follows, but which ciitfer in that it is

plainly addras.ied not so much to the future of Isrea.t as to the tture

of the tour nations of whic1 Isroa.1 has to do. Chapter 13 for in

stance begins with the tord "The burden of Babylon which Iziah the son

of ktos did see". In chapter l the title is "The Burdi of Mobab"

Chapter 1? begins with the rds "The Burden of Damascus". IC begins

"Vice to the Land iowin ith vth2gs vhieb is hjond the rivers or

thoopia. 19 is "The Burden of Egipt" * 21 is the Burden of the Desert

of the Sea - 23 is the Burden of .yre." There are other statmunts

within, this section entitlthj3 parts of it as thu Burden of various

1dz against iicb Itth is declaring the üisplcasur of God, These

sections then have to do with four nations primarily rather than with

Israel. these are sections thicki I fiar we oantt neglect. There are

great lØssons in thai for us, but they should be studied in connection

1tb similar seetlo
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